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Abstract Two areas that are increasingly studied in the game-theoretic literature on

terrorism and counterterrorism are collective action and asymmetric information.

One contribution of this chapter is a survey and extension of continuous policy mod-

els with differentiable payoff functions. In this way, policies can be characterized

as strategic substitutes (e. g., proactive measures), or strategic complements (e. g.,

defensive measures). Mixed substitute–complement models are also introduced.

We show that the efficiency of counterterror policy depends upon (i) the strategic

substitutes-complements characterization, and (ii) who initiates the action. Surpris-

ingly, in mixed-models the dichotomy between individual and collective action may

disappear. A second contribution is the consideration of a signaling model where

indiscriminant spectacular terrorist attacks may erode terrorists’ support among its

constituency, and proactive government responses can create a backlash effect in

favor of terrorists. A novel equilibrium of this model reflects the well-documented

ineffectiveness of terrorism in achieving its stated goals.

1 Introduction

Terrorism is a form of asymmetric conflict where terrorists do not have the resources

necessary to engage their adversaries in direct conflict. Consequently, terrorists act

strategically and use violence against civilians in order to attain political, ideological

or religious goals. Terrorism is a tactic of intimidation of a target audience beyond
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that of the immediate victims. Viewed from this perspective, it is natural to study ter-

rorism and counterterrorism through the lens of game theory, where terrorists and

their targets are assumed to choose their tactics rationally, and to recognize their

strategic interdependence in determining the outcomes of their actions. Note that

we are not assessing whether terrorists’ ultimate goals are rational or desirable; the

preferences of terrorists and target governments are taken as given. What game the-

ory presumes is that, ultimately, terrorists and target governments will select tactics

and policies that minimize costs, maximize damage, effectively signal their intent,

or hide their capabilities, thereby reflecting a form of procedural rationality for at-

taining their goals.

Two areas that are increasingly studied in the literature on terrorism and countert-

errorism are collective action and asymmetric information. Collective action may re-

fer to the efficient coordination of counterterror tactics by target governments and/or

the sharing of tactical information and techniques by terrorists groups. Collective ac-

tion is an issue because rational action by individual governments or terrorists may

be at odds with the goals of the larger group. For example, as successful proactive

counterterror policies reduce the ability of a terrorist group to attack any target (e. g.,

retaliating against a state sponsor), some governments may be willing to free ride on

the policies of governments that are more likely to be attacked, leading to a case of

suboptimal proactive policy at the global level. By contrast, defensive counterterror

policies (e. g., air marshals) may push terrorist activity elsewhere, either to target

a country’s citizens on foreign soil, or to target another country altogether. Such

negative externalities are often overprovided. Surveys of game theoretic models of

discrete choices between proactive and defensive policies are contained in [3, 16,

17]. In Sect. 2 of this chapter, we present a unifying framework when payoffs are

differentiable in these choices, thereby introducing the notion of strategic comple-

ments and substitutes to assess counterterror policy.

When nations select counterterror policies without fully knowing the policies se-

lected by their counterparts, the corresponding game is categorized as one of imper-
fect information. Consequently, Sect. 2 contains a characterization of the dichotomy

of counterterror policy under imperfect information. When this assumption is re-

laxed – corresponding to a situation of perfect information – one of the parties can

select their policy knowing that the other party will react optimally to it. Section 2

characterizes when this leader-follower framework is desirable.

Governments may also construct strategic counterterror policy without fully un-

derstanding the intent of the terrorists whom they face. Terrorists may be primarily

politically motivated, in which case concessions may be an effective counterter-

ror policy; or they may seek maximalist objectives such as completely overturning

the tenets upon which a country is governed. Politically-motivated terrorists have

an incentive to mimic the attacks of more militant ones if they believe that this

will quickly lead to concessions. Moreover, militant terrorists may mimic the less-

damaging attacks typically associated with politically-motivated terrorists if this

allows them to catch the target government unprepared in future periods. Such a

scenario is known as a signaling game, where the government has incomplete infor-
mation about the type of terrorists whom it is facing. In Sect 3, we introduce and
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analyze a signaling game that is consistent with two stylized facts normally associ-

ated with terrorism. First, terrorism is rarely successful when measured against the

concessions that the terrorists seek [1, 2]. Second, even in the absence of conces-

sions, terrorists engage in campaigns that may provide future resources, depending

on how the target population reacts to the government’s counterterror policy.

2 Strategic Substitutes and Strategic Complements in the Study
of Terrorism

Game-theoretic models use continuous choice variables for strategic adversaries to

illuminate various counterterrorism policies [17, 20]. A recurrent theme is the notion

of strategic substitutes or strategic complements, which we illustrate with a number

of terrorism-based examples. Some notation and definitions are required. Through-

out the analysis, we assume just two players, denoted by i and j and/or 1 and 2.

The mathematical analysis can be easily extended to n players, while the graphical

analysis necessitates a symmetry-of-players assumption to be extended beyond two

players.

Player i either maximizes a payoff function, Ui(xi,x j), or else minimizes a cost

function, Ci(xi,x j), for i and j, i �= j, where xi and x j are the respective agent’s

continuous choice strategies. Without loss of generality, we express our definitions

in terms of the cost-minimization scenario. Player i’s best response to agent j’s
choice, x j, is equal to:

BRi(x j) = argmin
xi

Ci(xi,x j), (1)

while player’s j’s best response to agent i’s choice, xi is equal to

BR j(xi) = argmin
x j

Cj(xi,x j). (2)

The best response for player i is found by solving the implicit function,

∂BRi

∂xi
=

∂Ci(xi,x j)
∂xi

= 0 (3)

associated with Eq. (1). A similar implicit function arises from Eq. (2) and applies

to the best response for player j. The following definition is essential:

Definition 1. Strategy profile (xN
i ,xN

j ) is a Nash equilibrium if and only if xN
i ∈

argminxi Ci(xi,xN
j ) and xN

j ∈ argminx j Cj(xN
i ,x j).

At a Nash equilibrium, each agent’s choice must be a best response to the other

agent’s best response, so that neither agent would unilaterally want to change its

choice variable, if afforded the opportunity. When the two agents’ best-response

curves are displayed on a diagram, the Nash equilibrium corresponds to the inter-

section of these best-response curves.
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Given this background, we now define the essential concepts of strategic substi-

tutes and strategic complements [5, 6].

Definition 2. Strategies xi and x j are strategic substitutes if the slopes of the best-

response functions are negative: ∂BRi/∂x j < 0 and ∂BR j/∂xi < 0.

Definition 3. Strategies xi and x j strategic complements if the slopes of the best-

response functions are positive: ∂BRi/∂x j > 0 and ∂BR j/∂xi > 0.

From an economic viewpoint, strategic substitutes indicate that the other agent’s ac-

tion can replace the need for one’s own action. Efforts to free ride by cutting down

on one’s contributions to an activity (e. g., air pollution abatement) as others con-

tribute is an example. In contrast, strategic complements imply that actions by one

agent encourage the other agent to act. An arms race between two adversaries re-

flects strategic complements, as does exploitation of an open-access resource, such

as an oil pool. In the latter case, each exploiter tries to pump out more of the oil be-

fore the pool runs dry – increased efforts by one merely motivates increased efforts

by the other.

2.1 Proactive Counterterrorism Measures

This first example follows from the analysis of Sandler and Siqueira [19], where

two nations are attacked by the same terrorist network. This scenario is descriptive

of the al-Qaida network that conducts operations throughout much of the world. As

such, a country’s assets – its people or property – are at risk at home and abroad.

With a global terrorist threat, efforts to secure one country’s borders may displace

the attack abroad. Proactive measures by either country to destroy the terrorists’

infrastructure, to capture their operatives, or to cut off their finances will weaken the

terrorist threat for both countries and secure their assets at home and abroad.

The objective function of targeted country i consists of three cost components as

it chooses its level of proactive effort, θi, against the common terrorist threat. First,

country i incurs a proactive cost of G(θi) where G′(θi) > 0 and G′′(θi) > 0. Second,

country i endures an expected cost from attacks at home, which equals πil(θi) where

πi is the likelihood of a home attack and l(θi) is the loss from such an attack. Proac-

tive measures reduce these losses by weakening the terrorists so that l′(θi) < 0. The

likelihood of an attack depends on the proactive efforts in country i and j where

∂πi/∂θi < 0, ∂π j/∂θi < 0, and ∂ 2πi/∂θi∂θ j > 0 for i, j, and i �= j. Offensive an-

titerrorist actions in either country reduces the risk of an attack everywhere. The

cross partial indicates that there is a diminishing return to effort as both countries

act. Third, proactive measures limit the expected losses to country i abroad, denoted

by π jv(θ j), where v′(θ j) < 0. Thus, country i must choose its proactive level, θi, to

minimize its costs, Ci:

min
θi

Ci(θi,θ j) = G(θi)+πil(θi)+π jv(θ j). (4)
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The first-order conditions of Eq. (4) implicitly defines the best response, BRi, of

country i’s choice of θi in terms of the level of country j’s proactive response, θ j.

To establish that this proactive choice results in strategic substitutes, we apply

the implicit function rule to ∂Ci/∂θi = 0 to find:1

∂BRi

∂θ j
=
−l′(θi) ∂πi

∂θ j
− v′(θ j)

∂π j
∂θi
− l(θi) ∂ 2πi

∂θi∂θ j
− v(θ j)

∂ 2π j
∂θi∂θ j

∂ 2Ci/∂θ 2
i

< 0. (5)

The sign of Eq. (5) holds because the denominator is positive to satisfy the second-

order conditions for a minimum, while the numerator is negative. The latter follows

from the negativity of all four terms, given the model’s structure. Since the slope of

i’s best-response curve is negative and the same holds for j’s best-response curve,

proactive measures are strategic substitutes.

Fig. 1 Proactive measures

The downward-sloping reaction paths are illustrated in Fig. 1 for country 1 and

2. For simplicity, both paths are linearized and drawn to ensure a stable equilibrium.

Reaction path BR1 connects the minima for isocost curves of country 1 – where IC1

is one such curve. The area above IC1 indicates lower cost for country 1,2 and hence

greater welfare, as country 2 increases its proactive efforts for each level of θ1. Since

country 2’s isocost curves are translated by 90°, 2’s isocost curves are C-shaped and

curves further to the east of the vertical axis denote a higher level of 2’s well-being

as it prospers from country 1’s proactive measures. The Nash equilibrium is at E.

The shaded area formed by IC1 and IC2 indicates welfare-improving proactive al-

locations by both countries, compared with the Nash equilibrium. As shown, the

Nash equilibrium results in an underprovision of offensive measures, which follows

because both countries fail to account for the benefits that their offensive efforts

confer on the other targeted country. Next suppose that country 1 engages in lead-

ership behavior, in which it takes the follower’s (country 2’s) best-response path as

1 ∂Ci
∂θi

= G′(θi)+ l(θi) ∂πi
∂θi

+πil′(θi)+ v(θ j)
∂π j
∂θi

= 0.

2 This follows because ∂Ci
∂θ j

= l(θi) ∂πi
∂θ j

+ v(θ j)
∂π j
∂θ j

+π jv′(θ j) < 0.

q2

0 q1

E

S

IC1

IC2

BR2

BR1
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its constraint and seeks a tangency between its isocost curve (not displayed) and

BR2 at, say, point S. At S, country 1 gains at 2’s expense. Moreover, the overall

level of proactive measures is even smaller than the suboptimal level at E [19]. If

both countries act strategically by moving their best-response curves downwards,

then both become worse off, as the underprovision of proactive measures becomes

greater. Thus, game theory shows the tendency to underprovide offensive actions in

a multi-target environment; hence, the need for international cooperation becomes

clear.

The two-country proactive game can be extended to allow for backlash when

terrorists protest proactive measures against other terrorists by launching new at-

tacks [24]. For example, the London transport suicide bombings on 7 July 2005 sup-

ported a beleagued al-Qaida network, which had been greatly stressed since 9/11.

If two countries engage in proactive responses, then the more aggressive country

is anticipated to draw the backlash attack. With the introduction of backlash, the

best-response curves are downward sloping for two reasons – free riding on oth-

ers’ proactive responses and the avoidance of backlash. Figure 1 still applies and

proactive measures remain strategic substitutes. Siqueira and Sandler [24] show that

strategic voting on the part of the country’s population will shift the best-response

curves downward and exacerbate the suboptimality resulting from free riding and

backlash avoidance.

2.2 Defensive Countermeasures: Globalized Threat

Next, we turn to a situation in which each of two nations take defensive counter-

measures in the hopes of shifting terrorist attacks to a different country. The desir-

ability of this strategy depends, in part, on the country’s relative interests at home

and abroad. If attacks are more costly at home than abroad, then actions to trans-

fer attacks may be especially strong. Sandler and Siqueira [19] show that the same

basic cost-minimizing objective in Eq. (4) applies with some small reinterpretation.

The primary difference involves the probability of attack functions, πi and π j, where

∂πi/∂θi < 0, ∂π j/∂θ j < 0, ∂π j/∂θi > 0, and ∂πi/∂θ j > 0. Greater defensive mea-

sures at home decrease the likelihood of a terrorist attack there, while these measures

increase the likelihood of a terrorist attack abroad through transference, as terrorists

seek out the softest target. The cross partials are now ambiguous:

∂ 2πi

∂θi∂θ j

>

<
0 as θi

<

>
θ j. (6)

The expression for the slope of the best-response function is the same as Eq. (5), but

its sign is typically positive, indicating strategic complements.

The orientation of the isocost curves are more difficult to pin down because there

are more opposing influences in the defensive case – see [18, 19] for a full dis-

cussion. If the terrorism threat is globalized so that a nation experiences the same

losses at home or abroad to its interests, then l(θi) = v(θ j) and l(θ j) = v(θi). In
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Fig. 2 Defensive countermeasures: globalized threat

this scenario, Fig. 2 applies in which the isocost curves have the same orientation

as those in Fig. 1, but the BR curves are now upward sloping indicating strategic

complements. Once again, the shaded region in Fig. 2 depicts defensive combina-

tions that are welfare-improving compared to the Nash equilibrium. The position of

these welfare-dominating defensive allocations vis-à-vis nations’ independent ac-

tions indicates a tendency toward too little defensive measures when the terrorism

threat is globalized. This follows because countries do not account for the benefits

that homeland security affords foreign residents, visitors, and foreign property. The

position of the leader-follower equilibrium at S (where country 1 leads) shows that

strategic behavior by either or both nations can improve the allocation.

2.3 Defensive Measures: No Collateral Damage

Fig. 3 Defensive race: no collateral damage

We now consider the defensive decision of two targeted countries, when attacks

are host-country specific so that v(θ j) = v′(θ j) = 0 for j = 1,2. This means that a

q2

0 q1

E S

IC2

BR2

BR1

IC1
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0 q1

S

E
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country’s assets are not targeted abroad, so that there is no collateral damage on for-

eign interests in a venue country. In this scenario, defensive external costs imposed

on other countries involve the transference of an attack; that is, an increase in θi aug-

ments the likelihood that the attack will be transferred to a less vigilant country. The

best-response curves are still upward sloping, indicative of strategic complements;

however, the isocost curves reverse their orientation, with IC1 being hill shaped and

IC2 being a reversed C. This case is displayed in Fig. 3, where country 1’s (2’s) wel-

fare improves as IC1(IC2) shifts down (leftward), so that the other targeted country

is spending less on defense. As a consequence, fewer terrorist attacks are trans-

ferred. The shaded area represents welfare-improving allocations, which highlight

that nations will over spend on defense and engage in a homeland security race to

become more impregnable. For this case, nations will mutually gain by coordinat-

ing defensive decisions. Leader behavior by country 1 improves the welfare of both

countries and provides a second-mover advantage to the follower, whose welfare

improves by relatively more.

2.4 Intelligence

Intelligence gathered on a common terrorist threat presents two targeted countries

with mutual benefits and costs. If intelligence is used to weaken the terrorist group,

then both countries benefit, analogous to the first case of proactive measures. This

suggests a situation of strategic substitutes and downward-sloping BR curves, since

ideally a country may be best off by free riding on the intelligence collected by the

other country. Increased intelligence activity, x, by one country reduces the need for

the other country to collect intelligence. Intelligence differs from proactive measures

because intelligence gathering by another country may cause intelligence-collection

cost, c, to the other country – i. e., ci(x j), where ∂ci/∂x j > 0 for i, j, i �= j. This

follows because more agents in the field may result in crowding and the potential

for mishap and wasted effort.

To capture this scenario, we represent country i(= 1,2) maximizing its welfare,

Ui:

Ui = Ui [yi, I(xi,x j)] , (7)

where yi represents nonintelligence consumption and I is intelligence gained from

intelligence-gathering activity, xi and x j, by the two countries. Each country or gov-

ernment faces the following budget constraint:

xici(x j)+ yi = Yi, (8)

where the price of yi is normalized to be 1 and Yi is the country’s income. The budget

constraint can be substituted into the objective function to give i’s maximization

problem:
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max
xi

Ui [Yi− xici(x j), I(xi,x j)] . (9)

Fig. 4 Intelligence provision

Based on this maximization problem, the best-response curve can be derived and

the slope shown to be negative under a wide range of scenarios. Moreover, the iso-

profit curves (IPC) can be shaped as in Fig. 4 if there is sufficient crowding cost for

intelligence collection. As before, the shaded area denotes intelligence expenditures

that are more desirable than the Nash equilibrium. Strategic behavior can result in

inferior outcomes at S or northeast of E if practiced by both countries.

2.5 Other Cases

Fig. 5 Mixed case

Thus far, we examined two cases of strategic substitutes and two cases of strate-

gic complements for various counterterrorism measures. For our final graphical

example, we change the strategic agents to be the terrorists and a single targeted
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government. The terrorists choose a level of attacks, a, while the government ex-

erts counterterrorism efforts, e. Siqueira and Sandler [23] present such models for

which both the terrorists and the government are seeking support of members of

the population. One of their models is displayed in Fig. 5, where the best-response

curve of the government, BRg, is upward sloping so that increased terrorist attacks

are met with greater countermeasures. In contrast, the best-response curve of the

terrorists, BRt , is downward sloping: terrorists reduce attacks as the government

augments its countermeasures. Thus, we have a mixed case where the two choice

variables are strategic substitutes from the terrorist viewpoint and are strategic com-

plements from the government viewpoint. For this mixed case, terrorist leadership

results in an outcome St in the welfare-improving region, while government leader-

ship does not improve both players’ welfare. Figure 5 shows that the consequences

from strategic behavior depends on who initiates the action when players view the

set of choice variables differently.

A wide variety of players can be examined for continuous games applied to ter-

rorism. In an innovative analysis, Siqueira [22] investigates strategic interaction be-

tween a political and a military wing of a terrorist group. He distinguishes four

scenarios, some of which involve strategic substitutes and strategic complements.

If, for example, actions by the two wings are strategic complements, then govern-

ment counterterrorism actions taken against the political wing can have a double

dividend by decreasing both political and military terrorist activities.

Continuous choice also applies to multi-level games, where the strategic players

may change at each stage [20]. The nature of the strategic substitutes and/or com-

plements may also change at the various stages. Clearly, the analysis can be applied

to a variety of terrorism scenarios and, in so doing, enlighten policymakers.

3 Terrorist Signaling: Backlash and Erosion Effects

In this section, we address the issue of direct interaction between terrorists and a

government when the government is uncertain about the type of terrorists that it

confronts. Specifically, terrorist attacks can be viewed as a form of costly signaling,

where violence is used as a device to persuade and alter the target audience’s beliefs

about terrorists’ commitment to their cause and their ability to impose costs [4, 10,

13, 16]. Uncertainty often concerns whether terrorist goals are political or ideolog-

ical [1, 9, 21]. We label terrorists as political (P-types) when their goals are related

to concrete political objectives, such as political self-determination or eviction of an

occupying force. These would include the Irish Republican Army (IRA) and Pales-

tine Liberation Army (PLO). Abrams [2] calls this a limited objective. Here, the

defining feature is that terrorism is a pure cost for P-types, because the resources

used for terrorism represent an opportunity cost relative to their nonviolent use to

achieve concessions. By contrast, militant terrorists see attacks as an intrinsic ben-
efit (e. g., jihad as a religious requirement or the necessity of a Marxist struggle).

Militant terrorists (M-types) have maximalist objectives corresponding to demands
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over ideology, either to completely transform the political system or annihilate the

enemy [2]. Examples include Hamas and the Shining Path. Although some groups

can be clearly characterized, many groups have idiosyncratic or a combination of

limited and maximal demands (e. g., Hezbollah [2]), thereby creating uncertainty

about the group’s type. In such cases, there is a need for intelligence to understand

the enemy.

Fig. 6 Terrorist attacks as signals

Figure 6 is an example of a two-period signaling game where the government

has incomplete information about its terrorist adversary. We use a two-period model

because most terrorist groups are short-lived [15]. Nature moves first and selects the

terrorists’ type (M or P) according to a two-support probability distribution (pM and

pP). Terrorists can either attack at or above a spectacular level, A ≥ R∗, or below

the spectacular level, a < R∗. Ex ante the government does not know the terrorist

type, which is modeled as imperfect information about the move by nature (N̂). The

dotted line labeled GA collects the set of nodes (1 and 2) reflecting this imperfect

information after a spectacular attack, A. Analogously, Ga is the information set

that contains nodes 3 and 4 subsequent to non-spectacular attack, a. Following an

attack (A or a), the government can either concede (C or c) or not (N or n). If the

government does not concede, M-types expend all of their remaining resources in

an attack, whereas P-types use their remaining resources for political goals.

Given the definition of the players and their strategies, we now turn to the pay-

offs. In Fig. 6, the payoffs to each terrorist type are written as UP and UM , and to the

government as UG. The value of any attack enters negatively into the government’s

payoff and, as discussed below, this value enters into the terrorists’ payoff according

to the terrorists’ type. Let R denote the terrorists’ first-period resources, common to
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both types and sufficient to mount a spectacular attack, R ≥ R∗. In prior signaling

models [4, 13, 14, 16], terrorists have resources exogenously available in both the

first and second periods; however, part of the purpose of terrorism is to generate

future resources and support [1, 8, 12]. Thus, we model terrorists’ second-period

resources, contingent upon their first-period actions and the response of the target

government. A priori terrorists can expect a level of support equal to u, defined as

the existing underlying support for the terrorist group. If terrorists attack below the

spectacular level, then they garner this support. In the second period, P-types use

this support for political means, with a baseline value of βu where β is the second-

period discount factor. If the government concedes to attack a, then this support

becomes vu where v > β corresponds to a “victory” effect on discounting. If, in-

stead, the terrorist attacks at the spectacular level, A, then the underlying support is

put at risk. Indeed, Abrams [2] identifies a self-defeating component of terrorism in

which large-scale attacks undermine support because of the collateral damage they

produce and their potential to miscommunicate the degree to which the support-

ing population can be appeased through limited concessions. For example, during

1968–72 the Tupamaros [Movimiento de Liberacion Nacional (MLN)] in Uruguay

conducted acts of urban terrorism so brutal that they lost any semblance of popular

support [7]. Similarly, the previously maximalist Islamic Group has renounced vio-

lence, coming to the conclusion that the unwarranted spilling of blood and wrecking

of property runs counter to Islam [26]. Abrams [2] cites the finding in a 2005 Pew

Research Center global attitudes poll that in most majority-Muslim countries sur-

veyed, support for suicide bombing (which, on average, causes twelve times more

deaths than do conventional attacks) and other acts of violence in defense of Islam

has declined significantly since 2002. We call this reduction in underlying support

the erosion effect.
Of course, the purpose of terrorism is not to generate this self-defeating compo-

nent, but instead to garner further support, primarily through reactions to the target

government’s response. Terror groups often use the politics of atrocity to produce

further counter-atrocities that manifest themselves as backlash against the target

government [15]. Kydd and Walter [12] classify one possible motivation for terror-

ism as an attempt to provoke targets into overreactions that turn public opinion into

support for terrorists. Wright [25] asserts that one of Osama bin Laden’s goals in im-

plementing the attacks of 9/11 was to draw al-Qaida’s opponents into responses that

turn out to be repressive blunders, thereby encouraging attacks by other Muslims.

Furthermore, while backlash is most closely associated with M-types, Jacobson and

Kaplan [11] argue that politically motivated Palestinian terrorists have been aided by

the downstream benefits of recruitment spurred by Israel’s heavy-handed responses

to terrorism. To capture this influence, a backlash effect, b, replaces u as the source

of second-period resources subsequent to a spectacular if the government does not

concede. The loss of u is an opportunity cost of a spectacular – i. e., erosion. Ef-

fectively, terrorists recognize that they are trading backlash support for grassroot

support when they conduct a spectacular that does not lead to concessions. The net

benefit of a spectacular on second-period resources is discounted by β if no conces-

sions are received, and by δ if second-period resources are used in a second-period
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attack. M-types attack in the second period, whereas P-types do not. We assume

that β > δ because a spectacular attack causes a target government to raise its de-

fenses, thereby decreasing the effectiveness or raising the cost of a second-period

attack by reducing the logistical probability of success. If terrorists must substitute

into an alternative form of attack that requires the acquisition of new tactical skills,

then this may also result in β > δ , following a spectacular incident. The benefits of

policies that translate into δ come at a cost of inducing a backlash effect in support

of the terrorist group. If, by contrast, the government concedes, this translates into

second-period cost S to the government. At nodes 1 and 4, nonconcession results in

zero-sum payoffs for the government and M-type terrorists.

Definition 4. Assessment (sP,sM,(sGi)i=A,a,(μ j)4
j=1) is a perfect Bayes-Nash equi-

librium (PBE) for our signaling game if and only if

1. sP and sM are the strategies of P-types and M-types, respectively;

2. sGA is the government’s strategy at information set GA and sGa is its strategy Ga;

3. μi is the government’s belief that it is at node ‘i’ where (i) μi is constructed to

be consistent with Bayes rule for actions that are on-the-equilibrium path, and

(ii) μi is consistent with the expected payoff maximization for strategies that are

off-the-equilibrium-path; and

4. the expected payoffs associated with this assessment are mutual best replies.

Intuitively, a PBE is a Nash equilibrium in expected payoffs. As in Arce and San-

dler [4], this game contains a (separating) PBE where the government concedes to

militant types who attack at the spectacular level and does not concede to political

types who attack at the non-spectacular level. There are also (pooling) PBE where

both types attack at level A (and the government concedes) or attack at level a (and

the government does not concede).

Here, we concentrate on a new equilibrium that is a direct consequence of our

introduction of backlash and erosion effects into the signaling framework. Under a

spectacular attack, the government is at information set GA and forms (conditional)

beliefs that it is at node 1 (μ1) versus node 2 (μ2). From Fig. 6, the government does

not concede subsequent to a spectacular attack if:

−μ2A−μ1 [A+δ (R−A)+δb]≥−μ2 [A+βS]−μ1 [A+βS] . (10)

Since μ1 + μ2 = 1, Eq. (10) implies that:

βS/ [δ (R−A)+δb]≥ μ1. (11)

If the government’s belief that it is facing an M-type, μ1, is sufficiently low, then it

does not concede subsequent to a spectacular attack. A novel result is that the greater

the backlash effect, b, the more inclined is the government to concede following a

spectacular attack. In contrast, the government is more apt to hold firm as the costs

of concession, S, increases. Hence, understanding the potential for backlash is a key

component of counterterror policy.

The government does not concede subsequent to a non-spectacular attack, a,

when:
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−μ3a−μ4 [a+β (R−a)+βu]≥−μ3 [a+βS]−μ4 [a+βS] . (12)

Solving for μ4 we have:

βS/ [β (R−a)+βu]≥ μ4. (13)

Under such an attack, the government’s belief that it is facing an M-type, μ4 must be

sufficiently low to justify a commitment to suffer a potential second-period attack

rather than face the cost of concessions, S.

Given N at GA and n at Ga, P-types will attack at the spectacular level if

R−A+βb≥ R−a+βu; i. e., b≥ u+(A−a)/β . (14)

The importance of backlash is immediately apparent; if b ≤ u so that the backlash

produced by the government’s response to the spectacular does not increase sup-

port for the terrorists above the existing underlying level, then the condition in (14)

cannot be met and P-types do not attack at the spectacular level (given N and n).

Furthermore, M-types conduct a spectacular if

A+δ (R−A)+δb≥ a+β (R−a)+βu. (15)

Simplifying and solving for b, and combining this with (14), both types attack at the

spectacular level if

b≥max

{
u+

(A−a)
β

,
βu+(β −δ )R+(1−β )a− (1−δ )A

δ

}
. (16)

In other words, a (pooling) PBE occurs where both political and militant terrorists

attack at the spectacular level and the government does not concede if Eqs. (11),

(13), and (16) hold. From Bayes’ rule, μ1 equals the prior probability that terrorists

are militant types (pM); hence, Eq. (11) translates into the requirement that the prior

probability of M-types is low. Because Eq. (13) corresponds to a belief that is off-

the-equilibrium-path, not conceding is rational if the initial level of support, u, is

low; i. e., P-types would attack at level a to conserve the resources that they have.

The beliefs at Ga are therefore consistent with forward induction.

This equilibrium captures several phenomena previously absent in signaling

models of terrorism. First, terrorism is rarely successful. Abrams [2] presents a

scorecard of terrorist activity since 2001 and notes that terrorist objectives were

obtained in only seven percent of the cases. In this equilibrium, terrorists attack at

a spectacular level, but do not receive concessions. Second, an actual terrorist cam-
paign occurs. M-types attack again subsequent to a spectacular, with the level of

attack given as a function of the backlash to the target government’s response to the

spectacular. Third, this backlash effect must more than offset the current underlying

support for the terrorist cause. This can be seen by examining the first term in braces

on the right-hand side of Eq. (16). The size of the backlash effect must exceed the

current underlying support, u, plus a multiple of the resources lost in mounting the

spectacular, (A− a)/β . Terrorists must account for the degree to which spectac-
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ular attacks erode existing support. As Abrams [2] notes in his scorecard, groups

that were successful in attaining their goals focused on military – rather than civil-

ian – targets. Less erosion takes place when the target is military. Furthermore, our

backlash result has a direct implication for counterterror policy, because defensive

measures are less apt to promote a backlash effect whereas proactive ones are more

likely to do so.

4 Concluding Remarks

This chapter has explored counterterror policy from the perspective of strategic com-

plements – when the actions of one party cause another to act in a similar fashion –

as is often the case in defensive counterterrorism policy, and strategic substitutes –

when the actions of one party can replace those of another – as is the case for proac-

tive counterterror policy. Collective action issues, relating to a dichotomy between

Pareto-efficient and Nash equilibrium policies arise in these cases. Moreover, when

a leader-follower structure is appropriate, our analysis identifies when policies are at

cross-purposes, insofar as improving the welfare of one actor comes at the expense

of the other actor. A novel insight is that in mixed models, involving both strategic

substitutes and complements, this characterization may disappear, with both parties

recognizing the mutual benefits or costs of leader-follower behavior. An example

of the latter is government leadership when terrorists employ their tactics to garner

further popular support.

The issue of how terrorist actions and government responses intersect to pro-

duce future resources and support for terrorists is one that is receiving increasing

attention. The idea that a government response may generate a backlash against the

government itself is embedded within a signaling game, where the government has

incomplete information about the terrorists’ intent. When combined with the pre-

viously unexplored idea that terrorist spectaculars that produce collateral damage

may erode support for the terrorists, a trade-off is identified in which spectacular

attacks occur only when government reactions produce the requisite backlash. This

suggests that counterterrorism policy and intelligence should judiciously account

for the net effects of backlash and erosion.
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